The dissipative dynamics of a quantum bistable system coupled to a Ohmic heat bath is investigated beyond the spin-boson approximation. We propose a novel approximation scheme, based on a real-time path integral approach, which enables to capture the system's dynamics over a wide range of temperatures T and coupling strengths γ. Exploiting a separation of time scales between the intra-well and inter-well (tunneling) dynamics, a set of coupled integro-differential equations for the populations in a space localized basis is obtained. A phase-diagram in the (γ, T ) space identifying regions of coherent and incoherent dynamics as well as of bath induced localization is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many quantum systems of interest in disparate areas of physics, ranging from particle physics to condensed matter or chemical physics, are characterized by the presence of two minima of potential energy separated by a potential barrier. In the classical regime, if the barrier crossing is not thermally induced, a non-driven particle settles indefinitely in a potential minimum. In contrast, in the quantum regime, the particle is confined in one potential well until the escape by tunneling occurs, even at zero temperature.
A prominent example is that of a flux quantum in a superconducting circuit, tunneling through the effective potential barrier created by a Josephson junction [1, 2] .
Other multi-state bistable systems which received much attention, as candidate for both classical and quantum computing hardware, are molecular nanomagnets [3, and references therein]. The experimental signature of thermally induced tunneling of magnetization in these high spin molecules is the presence of resonant peaks in the transfer rate from a metastable state, as a function of an applied static bias. Moreover, asymmetric bistable systems are used to investigate the relaxation from a quantum metastable state [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Depending on the potential barrier, which in some case (e.g. in superconducting devices) can be manipulated, the tunneling dynamics takes place on time scales much larger than those associated to the intra-well motion. This allows for the coherent manipulation of the state for quantum simulations or quantum computing purposes [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
However, real systems are always in contact with dissipative environments and thus subject to relaxation and decoherence, so that it is important to characterize the noise sources and their influence on the dynamics and coherence properties [14, 15] .
In general, if the system was prepared, say, in the left well, coherent Rabi oscillations between the two metastable wells occur at very small dissipation strengths and low temperatures. On the other hand, at sufficiently large damping and/or high temperatures the dynamics is known to be incoherent. So far, the coherent to incoherent crossover has been only investigated in the so-called two-level system (TLS) approximation for the Hilbert space of the bistable system: the temperature is taken to be low enough that, to a good approximation, the system's dynamics can be restricted to the space spanned by the lowest doublet {|g , |e } of eigenstates of the system's bare Hamiltonian (cf. Fig. 1) . A vast literature exists [14] [15] [16] which investigates the coherent to incoherent crossover for various dissipation mechanisms in great detail.
For temperatures of the order of the separation between the lowest and the next lying energy levels, the TLS approximation breaks down and the multi-level nature of the bistable potential cannot be neglected. Despite its relevance for applications, the dissipative bistable dynamics in this temperature regime is so far poorly understood [4, 5, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
For very small damping strengths, a perturbative Bloch-Redfield approach capturing coherent intra-well and inter-well oscillations is appropriate [19, 20] . In the opposite regime of moderate to large damping and temperatures the dynamics is fully incoherent and is well described in terms of rate equations for the populations of states localized in the wells, with rates obtained within a non-perturbative path integral approach [4] . However, the crossover regime, characterized by moderate damping and temperatures, presents an unsolved challenge. The major difficulty lies in the fact that, as the tunneling dynamics occurs on a time scale much larger than that of the intra-well dynamics, a hybrid situation can occur where quantum coherence is present at the level of intrawell motion, but is lost at longer times where tunneling processes are relevant.
In this work we develop a novel, non-perturbative in the coupling, approximation scheme which enables to investigate the transient and long time bistable dynamics in the crossover dissipation regime. Similarly to [4, 5] , it is based on a real-time path integral approach for the reduced density matrix (RDM) of a quantum particle linearly coupled to a bosonic reservoir. By tracing out the reservoir degrees of freedom, a formally exact expression for the elements of the RDM is obtained, in which the environmental effects are encapsulated in the so-called Feynman-Vernon (FV) influence functional [21] . The latter introduces nonlocal in time correlations between paths, what requires suitable approximation schemes. To take into account the different time scales of the intraand inter-well dynamics, we include long and short time correlations in the vibrational relaxation (VR) dynamics, while only short time correlations turn out to be relevant for the tunneling process. At low temperature and weak damping, the resulting dynamics exhibits coherent oscillations at short times and incoherent tunneling behavior at longer times. By increasing the temperature and/or coupling strength, a crossover to a fully incoherent regime is observed, in accordance with the predictions in Ref. [4, 5] . Further, localization is predicted at large enough damping [22] . A phase diagram in the coupling strength-temperature plane, displaying the various dynamical regimes, with the corresponding approaches or approximation schemes, gives a comprehensive account for the problem of the dissipative quantum dynamics beyond the TLS approximation.
II. THE MODEL
The system we study is a particle of mass M and coordinatesq andp, subject to a quartic potential V (q). The system interacts linearly with a so-called bosonic heat bath [23] , a reservoir of N independent quantum harmonic oscillators, of masses m j and coordinatesx j and p j , initially at thermal equilibrium.
A. Hamiltonian
The full Hamiltonian of the model iŝ
where the bare system Hamiltonian isĤ S =p 2 /2M + V (q). The potential is described by
where is the asymmetry factor and ∆U the barrier height. The termsĤ B andĤ SB in Eq. (1) describe, according to the Caldeira-Leggett model [23] , the free bath energy and the particle-bath interaction energy respectively. In formulaê
The interaction term features the bilinear coupling c jxjq and a renormalization term ∝q 2 . The latter compensates for the contribution of the oscillators in the effective potential felt by the particle, thus giving a purely dissipative bath.
The bath spectral density function is defined by
In the continuum limit N → ∞, i.e. in the presence of a large, broadband bath, J(ω) is phenomenologically modeled as a power law in ω, with a high frequency cutoff [14] .
In the Heisenberg picture, the equation of motion for q is the quantum Langevin equation for the particle subject to the force exerted by the bath, which in the limit → 0 reproduces the classical colored noise source. Throughout this work we consider the following Ohmic spectral density function with exponential cut-off
where ω C ω 0 . In the quantum Langevin equation for the model, the parameter γ is the frequency independent damping constant. Correspondingly, the Langevin equation features a memoryless damping kernel and therefore, in the classical limit, the bath considered reduces to a white noise source. By comparing the discrete and the continuous version of J(ω), one can recognize that the damping constant γ is a measure of the overall coupling strength between the particle and the bath.
B. The two-level system
If the particle is initially in a superposition of the two lower energy states (|g , |e ) of the potential V (q), and the temperature is low enough, to a good approximation the system can be considered a TLS and the model in Eq. (1) reduces to the celebrated spin-boson (SB) model [16] . A picture of the TLS dynamics in terms of tunneling from one well to the other is given by the localized basis, where the left/right well states |R/L are combinations of |g and |e . In the localized basis the free TLS Hamiltonian readŝ
where ∆ is the tunneling frequency, is the (static) bias. The spin operators in the localized basis are σ z = |R R| − |L L| and σ x = |R L| + |L R|.
FIG. 1. (Color online)
Asymmetric double well potential and probability densities relative to the localized basis states {|L , |R } for the two level system. The energy separation is Ee − Eg = √ 2 + ∆ 2 (see. Eq. (5)).
For the SB dynamics there exist various approximation schemes. When the system is weakly coupled to the heat bath (usually this is the case for quantum optical systems and qubit setups), the approach traditionally used is that of a Born-Markov master equation for the system's RDM [24] . It captures well the coherent tunneling dynamics, characterized by the relaxation and dephasing rates Γ rel = τ and Γ ph = τ −1 2 , respectively. However, the perturbative in the coupling character of this approach makes it unsuited in situations where the coupling is not weak. In this case the real-time path integral techniques can be used to trace out the bath degrees of freedom and obtain a still exact formal expression for the RDM. This expression can, in some cases, be numerically evaluated by tensor multiplication [25] or using Monte Carlo or stochastic techniques [26] [27] [28] [29] . However, the numerical evaluation of the path integral is a hard task, especially at long times.
It is therefore convenient to have an equation for the RDM in the form of the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation [30] , which captures the non-Markovian reduced dynamics of a general system plus bath model. The difficult task, in this case, is to have a reasonably simple expression for the kernel.
Starting from the real-time path integral expression for the particle's RDM, there are different approximation schemes, all yielding a generalized (integro-differential) master equation for the populations in a spatially localized representation. By tracing out the bath degrees of freedom, the amplitude associated to a path has the factorized form of a bare amplitude, relative to the free system, multiplied by the Feynman-Vernon (FV) influence functional [21] . This weights the path according to the effect exerted by the particle's motion on the bath degrees of freedom.
The FV influence introduces nonlocal in time correlations inside the paths which make the path integral expression intractable when the confining potential is anharmonic. For the SB dynamics the simplest, nonperturbative in the coupling approximation is the noninteracting blip approximation (NIBA) [16] . The NIBA scheme neglects the nonlocal part of the correlations due to an exponential cutoff in the FV functional, which is effective at high temperature and/or strong damping. This approach, while being non-perturbative in the coupling, is perturbative in the tunneling ∆.
In the opposite damping regime, the weak coupling approximation (WCA) [31] , treating the coupling to the first order and ∆ to all orders, is appropriate. It gives the same results as the Born-Markov approach. Finally, an approach exists which interpolates between these two extrema by considering the local correlations fully and the nonlocal ones to the first order in the coupling. This scheme is called weakly interacting blip approximation (WIBA) [32] , and, by construction, also covers the intricate regime of intermediate temperatures and damping, where both the WCA and the NIBA fail.
However, beyond the TLS approximation, this crossover regime is not accessible to currently existing Bloch-Redfield-like [19, 20] or NIBA-like [4, 5] approximation schemes.
In this work we consider a generalization of the SB model to a four level bistable system, the so-called double-doublet system (DDS), because its energy levels are arranged in well separated doublets due to the strong nonlinearity of the potential (see Fig. 2 ). Basing on a difference in time-scales between the fast intra-well motion and the slow inter-well (tunneling) dynamics, we treat the first according to the WIBA scheme and the second according to the NIBA. The resulting scheme covers the crossover region of intermediate temperatures and damping in the parameter space of the dissipative DDS.
C. The double-doublet system
Including successive energy states beyond the first two, a localized basis can still be constructed, as for the TLS (see Fig. 1 ), with a unitary operation on the energy eigenbasis. The resulting discrete variable representation (DVR) [33] is the one in which the particle's position operator is diagonalq
In Fig. 2 the energy and the DVR eigenstates are shown for the specific four-state system considered in this work, i.e. the symmetric double well potential ( = 0 in Eq. (2)) with the relevant Hilbert space spanned by the first four energy eigenstates. Since the corresponding energy levels are arranged in a pair of two well separated doublets, the system is called double-doublet system (DDS).
The doublets are characterized by internal frequency differences Ω 2 Ω 1 Ω 0 , where Ω 2 = E 2 − E 1 and Ω 1 = E 4 − E 3 are the intra-doublet (or tunneling) splittings, and Ω 0 = (E 4 + E 3 )/2 − (E 2 + E 1 )/2 is the average inter-doublet spacing, which is of the order of ω 0 . The numerical values for the potential used in this work are given in Fig. 2 . The DVR basis set is composed by the four functions shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2 . They are peaked around the four eigenvalues Q 1 , . . . , Q 4 so that for the particle to be in the state |Q j means to be localized around Q j .
It is important to notice that limiting the energy levels involved in the system dynamics to the first four is a good approximation as long as the environment is not likely to excite the particle to higher energies, i.e. as long as k B T / Ω 0 . The free DDS dynamics is shown in Fig. 3 considering the system initially in the state
where v = (1 + u 2 ) −1/2 and u −0.585. Initial condition (7) involves all of the four energy states spanning the Hilbert space of the DDS. The resulting dynamics highlights all of the three relevant time scales of the problem.
In the upper panel of Fig. 3 a comparison is made between the time evolution of left well population P DDS L = ρ 11 + ρ 22 of the DDS, starting in the state (7) , and the corresponding quantity, P
T LS L
, for the same system in the TLS approximation, starting in the state |L (see Fig. 1 ).
Contrary to the TLS dynamics, characterized by a single frequency, the dynamics of the free DDS displays fast intra-well oscillations of frequency Ω 0 and a tunneling dynamics, occurring at two distinct time scales: the shorter one is given by the higher energy doublet (frequency Ω 1 , see Fig. 2 ) and the longer one occurs on the times scale set by the smallest characteristic frequency Ω 2 = (E 2 − E 1 )/ . As shown in Fig. 3 , the long time oscillations coincide with those of the system in the TLS approximation starting with the particle in the left well. The rich dynamics described reflects the configuration of the energy levels in two well separated doublets (see Fig. 2 ), with different inter-doublet separation, and allows for the approximations on the Feynman-Vernon influence functional which will be introduced in Sec. IV. Before going into the details of the path integral approach applied to the dissipative dynamics of the DDS, it is appropriate to discuss the role of the initial condition in determining, along with the dissipation regime, the validity of the TLS approximation. This is done in the next section.
D. Initial preparation and the validity of the TLS approximation
At low temperature (k B T Ω 0 ) the TLS approximation is appropriate and yields the same predictions as those obtained considering higher energy states, provided that no energy levels other than the first two are involved in the initial preparation 1 . This is exemplified in Fig. 4 where, at weak damping and low temperature, the time evolution of the left well population of the TLS, initially in the state |L , is compared with the left well population of the DDS prepared in the state In the dissipation regime considered in Fig. 4 , our system is well described by the (perturbative in the coupling) technique of the Bloch-Redfield master equation, which is derived starting from the microscopic model described in Sec. II A, under the assumptions that the coupling is weak and the correlation time of the environment is much shorter than the dynamical time scales (BornMarkov approximation). In the resulting picture no influence on the environment is exerted by the particle and consequently no back-action from the environment affects the system's evolution. This gives the Markovian master equation for the RDM in the energy representatioṅ
1 This is not generally true for a driven system. whose analytical solution is discussed in Appendix C. This master equation is characterized by the so-called dephasing rates |L ij,ij |, fixing the coherence time of a superposition of energy states E i and E j , or, in the space localized description of the DVR, the time scale of decay of an oscillatory behavior of frequency ω ij = ω i − ω j . Due to its perturbative character, the Bloch-Redfield approach fails in the intermediate to strong coupling regime and the path integral approach, introduced in Sec. III, has to be used. The Bloch-Redfield approach, applied to the DDS with initial condition (8) and to the TLS starting in the state |L , gives, as expected, the same behavior for P DDS L and P
T LS L
(see Fig. 4 ). However, if the initial preparation of the DDS involves the second energy doublet, the behavior of the DDS differs dramatically from that of the TLS, even at zero temperature, in a similar way to that shown by the comparison made in Fig. 3 .
In the next section, along the line of Ref. [5] , a formally exact expression for the RDM of our four-level system, in the basis of Eq. (6), is derived. Approximations which go beyond the generalized NIBA (gNIBA) proposed in Ref. [5] are discussed in Sec. IV. Notice that the parameters of the bistable potential are chosen as in [5] , such that some of the results presented there for the incoherent regime can be used as reference.
III. PATH INTEGRAL APPROACH
Let W be the full system-plus-reservoir density matrix at time t. Its time evolution is given by
where U (t, t 0 ) = exp(−iĤ(t − t 0 )/ ),Ĥ being the full Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). To calculate the system's dynamics when the system-bath coupling γ is not weak, we cannot make use of techniques perturbative in γ, such as the Born-Markov master equation approach [17] . To this extent we use rather the path integral approach which, being inherently non-perturbative in γ, has been proven useful to treat cases of strong as well as of weak dissipation [14] . Within this approach, the elements of the RDM in the position representation ρ(t) = q|T r B W(t)|q (where T r B indicates the trace over the bath's degrees of freedom) are the dynamical objects of interest. Assuming a factorized initial condition, with the particle prepared in the state ρ(t 0 ) and the bath initially in the thermal state
the particle's reduced density matrix at time t, in the position representation, is given by
. (11) The propagator for the density matrix has the form of a double path integral
(12) where, denoting by x(t) the collective position coordinate of the bath at time t, the FV influence functional reads
(13) In these path integral expressions, the action functional S[q(τ )] for the bare system (particle in the potential V ) is
and the action functional S[q(τ ), x(τ )] of the bath oscillators subject to the influence of the particle's motion is
The path integral for the bath oscillators can be solved analytically, being a set of Gaussian integrals. Setting
the influence phase functional Φ F V takes the form
where we have introduced the relative and center of mass coordinates
Finally, L(t) is the bath force correlation function [14] . If the particle is free or subject to a harmonic potential, the path integral in Eq. (12) can be evaluated analytically [34] . In our case, the nonlinearity of the double well potential does not allow for an exact evaluation of ρ(t) and approximations are required.
A. Exact reduced density matrix in the DVR
In the spatially discretized picture for the DDS discussed in Sec. II C, the double path (q(t), q (t)) is no more a continuous function of time but a walk on a twodimensional spatial grid with 4 × 4 grid-points. Each coordinate takes values in the set {Q 1 , . . . , Q 4 }. The path integral in Eq. (12) turns into a sum over all the possible path configurations, integrated over the transition times. An example of double path with five transitions is shown in Fig. 5 . The discretized version of Eq. (11) is
with the propagator in the form of the double dissipative path integral
Here the summation is over all of the possible sets of n couples of coordinates (q j , q j ), i.e. over all the double discretized paths with n transitions, starting at (q 0 , q 0 ) and ending at (q, q ), see Fig. 5 . The bare amplitude for one of these paths is given by
where we set t n+1 ≡ t. The q/q transition amplitudes per unit time are defined by
for a q transition (21) and the bias factors by
where
The factors ∆ j and j are the multi-state generalizations of the tunneling element and bias in the TLS Hamiltonian (Eq. (5)). We list their values, for the symmetric DDS, using two indexes to specify the states q j and q j , whereas in Eqs. (21) and (23) the single index specifies the transition number. In terms of the frequency differences ω ij = ω i − ω j = (E i − E j )/ and of the constant u, which depends on the parameters of the potential (u −0.585 in our problem), the ∆ are given by
and the biases
The last line of Eq. (25) derives from the symmetry of the problem.
In the DVR, the phase of the Feynman-Vernon (FV) influence functional (Eq. (14)) turns into
are the so-called charges. The shorthand notation Q ij and Q ij in Eq. (26) stands for Q (t i − t j ) and Q (t i − t j ), respectively. The function Q(t) = Q (t) + iQ (t) is related to the bath force correlation function by (16)).
In what follows we use the Ohmic spectral density function with exponential cutoff J(ω) = M γω exp(−ω/ω C ), where ω C ω 0 . With this choice and in the limit ( ω C k B T ) the function Q(t) has the form
where κ = πk B T / .
IV. APPROXIMATIONS
We want to study the DDS dissipative dynamics in terms of the time evolution of the populations, the diagonal elements of the RDM in the DVR basis, assuming that the particle is initially in the state |Q 1 . This amounts to calculate the propagator (see Eq. (17))
The evaluation of the propagator involves two main difficulties. The first one is that, contrary to the TLS case, the variety of possible paths of the multi-state system makes the summation difficult, if not impossible, even in the absence of coupling with the bath. This feature calls for a selection on the paths to be summed. The second difficulty is constituted by the intricate set of time nonlocal correlations among the ξ i and χ j charges, introduced by F F V , which make the path integral expression intractable.
Hereinafter we shall use an approximation on F F V which is based on the separation of time scales between the intra-well and the inter-well dynamics. The first one is characterized by transitions among states in the same well, called vibrational relaxation events (VR). The inter-well dynamics consists of transitions among states in different wells, called tunneling events (T).
A. Selection on the paths and retained interactions
When a double path is in a diagonal configuration (q = q ), it is said to be in a sojourn. The non-diagonal configuration (q = q ) between two consecutive sojourns forms a cluster. The latter is a generalization of the blip configuration for the TLS [16] . The difference is that a blip consists, for geometrical reasons, of a single offdiagonal excursion while a cluster can be made of an arbitrary long sequence of off-diagonal transitions. In Fig. 5 we give an example of a path with three sojourns and two clusters, the first of which is a simple blip and the second a proper cluster with multiple off-diagonal excursions.
For Ohmic damping with exponential cutoff at a high frequency ω C , the long time or high temperature limit (t /k B T ) of the bath correlation function (Eq. (27)) is
where κ = πk B T / . In this limit, the inter-cluster interactions cancel out exactly, so that the suppression of the path weight exerted through Q (t) depends on the length of the cluster. For this reason, in the presence of the dissipative Ohmic environment considered here, the contribution of paths with long off-diagonal excursions is suppressed. Thus, the main contribution to the sum (18) is given by those path returning in a sojourn after a single off-diagonal excursion.
The first approximation we do is to consider only this class of paths. Following the TLS convention, we call the off-diagonal configurations vibrational relaxationblips (VR-blips), if q and q belong to the same well, and tunneling-blips (T-blips), if q and q belong to different wells.
The second approximation consists in neglecting, among the interactions induced by F F V , i) all the interactions between couples of T-blips, ii) those between a Tblip and a VR-blip and iii) the interactions between two non-consecutive VR-blips. This approximation is justified by the long time scale of the tunneling dynamics, i.e. by the fact that, on the average, tunneling events are rare, because the transition amplitude per unit time associated with them is small in comparison with that of a VR event. Since in a typical path the T-blips are well separated in time, their ξ and χ charges interact through the long time limit of the bath correlation function, meaning that the total interaction sums up to zero, as stated above.
Moreover, a tunneling blip is strongly suppressed by the environment, since ξ j ξ j−1 = −(q j − q j ) 2 in Eq. (26) is large if q and q are in different wells. The resulting picture, for a typical path among those retained in the summation, is that of a sequences of frequent VR-blips, which we call VR-blip chain, interrupted by T-blips, as sketched in Fig. 6 . Notice that, inside a VR-blip chain, the interactions are retained.
Under these two approximations the system decouples into a set of six TLSs. Any double path can be seen as a sequence of arbitrarily long, non-interacting paths inside the two dimensional sublattices in Fig. 7 . Each of these sublatices represents a different TLS characterized by its own bias factor, tunneling element and distance between the spatial coordinates.
B. Weakly-interacting VR-blip approximation
The approximations done still allow for the treatment of the VR-blip chains, i.e. the motion of the TLSs formed by the couples of states inside each well, to arbitrary accuracy.
Again, also for an intra-well TLS, an exact treatment is impossible due to the intricacies brought by F F V . It is therefore necessary to make further approximations on the nonlocal interactions inside the VR-blip chains. At high temperatures, in the limits of the DDS description, the long time limit of Q(t) (see Eq. (29)) is attained at short times. If the linearized form is attained on time scales of the order of magnitude of the average separation between two VR-blips, they can be considered noninteracting objects. This amounts to retain only the local in time effects introduced by F F V . The resulting scheme for the intra-well dynamics is the well known NIBA. Within the NIBA for the VR-blip chains every blip is nonin-teracting with any other. The resulting overall scheme is the multi-level generalization of the NIBA, which can be called generalized non-interacting blip approximation (gNIBA) 2 . At lower temperature the gNIBA breaks down because the inter-blip interactions are not removed completely inside a VR-blip chain. However, due to the long time scale of the inter-well dynamics, the isolation of the T-blips is still valid if the cutoff operated by F F V occurs on the time scale Ω −1 1 of the fast tunneling dynamics. To account for inter-blip correlations in the VR dynamics, we adapt to our purposes a scheme for the TLS, called weakly interacting blip approximation (WIBA) [32] , which interpolates between strong and weak damping regimes. The scheme retains, to the first order in γ, the nonlocal part of the interactions among the VR-blips and, to all orders, the interactions inside the VR-blips. We name the resulting overall scheme for the DDS VR-WIBA [35] .
From what stated above two considerations can be made about the validity of our VR-WIBA approximation scheme. The first is that the region of the parameter space in which the VR-WIBA is valid includes that of the gNIBA, because the isolation of any blip implies the separation among T-blips and VR-blip chains. The second comment is that, while the validity of the gNIBA is established by the temperature and depends weakly on the damping, in determining the validity of the VR-WIBA both temperature and damping play an important role.
In the Sec. V we discuss in more detail the validity domains and in Sec. VI we show and compare their results for the dissipative DDS dynamics.
C. VR-WIBA generalized master equation
By properly taking into account the above approximations every double path can be considered as a sequence of non-interacting paths along the two 2 × 2 sublattices in Fig 7. A sublattice is identified by the coordinates of two diagonal sites (red dots in the figure). Suppose a sublattice has diagonl sites (q A , q A ) and (q B , q B ). Then the path inside this sublattice is mapped onto the motion of the TLS {|q A , |q B }. Every TLS path has, by definition, an even number of transitions, since it starts and ends in a diagonal configuration, so the whole path has an even number 2n of transitions (see Fig. 7 ). We can therefore factorize the amplitude A(t 0 , . . . , t 2n , t) = A(q)A * (q )F F V (x, y) into the product of the amplitudes A j associated to the paths into the TLSs. The initial and final states are fixed: q 0 = Q 1 and q n = Q k .
From inspection of equations (20) and (26) (see also Fig. 6 ) we see that the amplitudes do not depend on the last sojourn time.
Moreover we neglect, in each of the amplitudes A j , the interactions involving the first sojourn time (this is justified by the fact that the VR-blip chains and the Tblips are well separated, which implies a long first sojourn time).
If a path switches among different sublattice M times, with 2k j transitions in the j-th sublattice and N j=1 k j = n, we have (30) where τ j = t 2j −t 2j−1 are the blip times and σ j = t 2j+1 − t 2j the sojourn times.
The population ρ kk (t) of the state |Q k at time t, given the initial condition ρ(t 0 ) = |Q 1 Q 1 | (see Eq. (28)), is
(31) Due to the fact that the amplitudes in this sum over the paths factorize as in Eq. (30), the Laplace transform of ρ kk (t) reads
where, for q j = q j−1 , the functionsK qj−1qj (λ) are the Laplace transforms of the TLS kernel K qj−1qj (τ ) in the master equation for the populations of the TLS {|q j−1 , |q j } (see Appendix A). We now switch to vector notation. We define the four-dimensional vector ρ(λ), whose components are the Laplace transform ρ kk (λ) of the four populations. Defining also the 4 × 4 matrixK(λ), whose elements are the functionsK qj qj−1 (λ), Eq. (32) reads
Transforming back to the time domain we obtain the following generalized master equation (GME)
Restoring the index notation, we find equivalentlẏ
The diagonal elements of the kernel matrix K(t) are given by the probability conservation
The non-diagonal elements have been defined as the TLS kernels corresponding to the motion into the sublattices. These elements of the kernel matrix are taken within different approximation schemes, according to the populations they connect in the GME. Specifically, on the basis of the approximations made, they are classified as follows
• If the DVR states k and j belong to different wells, i.e.
(k, j) = (1, 3), (3, 1), (1, 4), (4, 1), (2, 3) , (3, 2), (2, 4), (4, 2), the corresponding kernel is a NIBA kernel K N kj (t).
• If the DVR states k and j belong to the same well, i.e (k, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), (3, 4) , (4, 3) , the nonlocal correlations can be, in principle, taken into account to any accuracy. We use the WIBA scheme for these intra-well kernels. In this scheme they consist of a NIBA plus a beyond-NIBA part
. If we set to zero the beyond-NIBA correction in these intra-well kernels we obtain the gNIBA scheme for the DDS discussed in Ref. [4] .
The explicit expressions for the kernels are given in Appendix B.
At strong damping, in the incoherent regime (see Sec. V), the populations evolve on time scales larger than the time intervals over which the gNIBA kernels are substantially different form zero. This observation suggests that it is appropriate to cast the gNIBA GME into the Markov approximate master equation forṁ
Equation (35) admits the analytical solution ρ kk (t) = i,j c ij exp(Λ i (t − t 0 ))ρ jj (t 0 ), where the smallest, in absolute value, nonzero eigenvalue Λ of the rate matrix Γ gives the time scale of the relaxation of the system towards equilibrium [5] .
V. DYNAMICAL REGIMES AND VALIDITY OF THE APPROXIMATION SCHEMES: PHASE DIAGRAM
While the dynamics of a TLS can occur in the coherent or incoherent tunneling regime, for the DDS there's a richer variety of dynamical regimes, due to the different energy scales involved in the problem.
Looking at the free DDS dynamics depicted in Fig.  3 , we recognize three characteristic frequencies: Ω 2 Ω 1 Ω 0 . As discussed in Sec. II C, this is reflected by the presence of a slow tunneling dynamics, occurring at the time scale Ω −1 2 , a fast tunneling dynamics with frequency Ω 1 and the intra-well dynamics, which occurs on the shortest time scale Ω −1 0 . In the dissipative case the different oscillatory behaviors undergo damping/temperature dependent frequency shifts and are progressively suppressed at different dissipation regimes.
At intermediate damping and temperature the dynamical regimes are controlled by the behavior of the effective TLSs introduced in Sec. IV, as the natural description for the system passes from the energy representation to the localized one given by the DVR. It is thus suggestive to use the machinery existing for the spin-boson problem to give an indication of the boundaries between different dynamical regimes in the parameter space.
As discussed in Sec. IV, each effective TLS, denoted by {|Q i , |Q j }, has its tunneling element ∆ ij , bias ij and characteristic distance q ij = Q i − Q j . It follows that at fixed γ, the effective coupling K ij to which a TLS is subject can be more or less strong, depending on its parameters. The effective damping strength, or Kondo parameter, for the TLS {|Q i , |Q j } is defined by
For a real symmetric TLS at T = 0, the value K = 1/2 corresponds to the transition from the coherent to the incoherent behavior, while at K = 1 the localization occurs, consisting in the complete inhibition of the tunneling, with the consequence that the particle doesn't leave the well where it was prepared. The coherent-to-incoherent transition temperature T * as a function of the effective damping for the symmetric TLS is given by [14] 
is the renormalized tunneling element.
We exploit the decoupling of the DDS into effective TLSs, in conjunction with numerical tests, to identify the following dynamical regimes in the (γ, T )-space for the DDS: (a) -completely coherent regime, with coherent tunneling at both the slow (Ω the above mentioned dynamical regimes and the validity areas of the approximation schemes used to treat the DDS are depicted in the phase diagram of Fig. 8 . The completely coherent regime (Region (a) on the phase diagram) is established by considering T * 14 , the coherent-to-incoherent transition temperature as a function of the effective coupling for the effective TLS {|Q 1 , |Q 4 } (cf. Eq. (37)). The boundary between Regions (a) and (b), given by T * 14 , determines the suppression of the slow oscillatory behavior of P L = ρ 11 + ρ 22 , while both the intermediate tunneling oscillations and the fast intra-well dynamics survive.
In the part of Region (a) where the perturbative in the coupling treatment is appropriate, the Bloch-Redifield master equation describes correctly the dynamics of the DDS. The master equation has, for the coherences in the energy representation, the solution (see Appendix C)
To determine the domain of validity of the Bloch-Redfield approach we compare the dephasing coefficient L 12,12 with the frequency
The result is the shaded area on the left part of the phase diagram. However, the extension of this validity domain may be overestimated, having neglected the frequency shifts in the evaluation of the Bloch-Redifield tensor (see. Eq. C5). The weak coupling approximation fails near the boundary between (a) and (b) where the long time oscillations of P L turn into incoherent relaxation. Region (b) of the diagram, characterized by stronger damping and/or higher temperature, is outside the validity domain of the Bloch-Redfield approach. Nevertheless we can use the weak coupling estimates for the asymptotic values of the populations on the basis of the following argument. Whenever the relaxation to the equilibrium occurs, the asymptotic values of the left-and right-well populations are P L (∞) = P R (∞) = 1/2, due to the symmetry of the system. This means that we can obtain the single populations ρ ii (∞), focusing on the intra-well biased TLSs {|Q 1 , |Q 2 } and {|Q 3 , |Q 4 }. They are characterized by effective tunneling elements |∆ 12 | 0.35ω 0 and effective biases | 12 | 0.40ω 0 . For these intra-well TLSs the effective damping K 12/34 is still weak and we can use the expressions given by the WCA [14] for the asymptotic populations of the intrawell TLSs states
. By the symmetry of the problem we have ρ 22/11 (∞) = ρ 33/44 (∞).
The boundary between the Regions (b) and (c) indicates the passage to the crossover regime in which the tunneling is incoherent. The right boundary to the area (b) is obtained considering the coherent-to-incoherent transition temperature T * 23 as a function of K 23 for the symmetric TLS {|Q 2 , |Q 3 }.
The boundary between the coherent and the crossover regimes delimits also the validity of the approximation lying at the basis of the factorization of the DDS amplitudes into uncorrelated amplitudes relative to TLS paths. Indeed in the crossover regime, where the tunneling is incoherent, the contribution of the clusters in the sum over the paths is negligible so that the limitation made on the contributing paths holds.
Since the two intra-well TLSs have an effective bias, they can be treated according to the NIBA only in the high temperature/strong coupling regime (on the frequency scale Ω 0 of the intra-well motion) [14] .
Treating the intra-well dynamics within the NIBA amounts to use the gNIBA scheme for the complete DDS and we can conclude that the gNIBA reproduces correctly the dynamics inside the darker shaded area in the uppermost part of the diagram.
The WIBA scheme applied to the intra-well TLSs extends the path integral approach for the DDS to low temperatures in a quite large damping range. The WIBA correctly predicts both the transient behavior and the asymptotic populations for the TLS whenever the intrablip correlation can be neglected (high temperature at any coupling) or treated to the first order (from low to high temperature at weak coupling) [32] . Thus the va-lidity area of the VR-WIBA includes that of the gNIBa and covers the upper-right shaded region in the phase diagram.
The dissipation regime inaccessible to the WIBA for a biased TLS, and consequently to the VR-WIBA for the DDS, is the low temperature/intermediate-to-strong coupling, where the inter-blip correlations are non suppressed by the bath and the coupling is not sufficiently weak to justify their treatment to the first order in γ. This corresponds to the lower-right part of the diagram where the dashed line at strong damping indicates an extrapolation to finite temperatures of the localization regime occurring at T = 0 for the symmetric effective TLS {Q 2 , Q 3 }. The extrapolation is made observing that, in this region of the parameter space, the effective tunneling elements of the inter-well effective TLSs vanish [14] , so that the DDS is not expected to undergo the tunneling dynamics, irrespective of the initial condition.
VI. RESULTS FOR THE DDS DYNAMICS

A. Parameters and units
We scale all the parameters with ω 0 , the natural oscillation frequency around the minima of the potential described in Eq. (2) . We use the Ohmic bath spectral density function with exponential cutoff J(ω) = M γω exp(−ω/ω C ). The cutoff frequency is set to ω C = 50ω 0 . The potential is the same as in Fig. 2 , with parameters = 0 and ∆U = 1.4 ω 0 . In what follows t 0 = 0 and the initial condition is ρ(0) = |Q 1 Q 1 |.
B. Dissipative DDS dynamics
In this section we show the time evolution of the populations in the DVR basis |Q 1 , . . . , |Q 4 , at the parameter space points indicated in the phase diagram (Fig. 8) .
In the Region (a) of the phase diagram (completely coherent dynamical regime) we give the dynamics at two phase space points. The first one (Fig. 9) , at very low T and γ, is well within the applicability domain of the Bloch-Redfield master equation. The dynamics of the left/right well populations, P L/R , of the DDS shows a slow damped oscillatory behavior of frequency Ω 2 with superposed small oscillations of frequency Ω 1 featured also in the free dynamics (see Fig 3) . The short time behavior of the single populations is shown in the lower panels and resembles the free case, with fast oscillations of frequency Ω 0 and an oscillatory envelope of frequency Ω 1 . This is because, at short times, the effect of the environment is not visible in this dissipation regime. We remark that in this dissipation regime the fast intra-well oscillations are a result of the initial condition (cf. Sec. II D).
The second dynamics is shown in Fig. 10 and corresponds to point 2 in the diagram. It is in the same dy- The short time behavior of the DDS in this dissipation regime is very similar to the free case (see Fig 3) .
namical regime as the first. The populations show the same qualitative feature as in the free case even if the damping of the fast tunneling oscillations is now visible.
The third point in the diagram is in the crossover regime at weak coupling and intermediate temperature (with respect to Ω 0 ). Here the coherence is only in the intra-well motion. In this dissipation regime the WCA completely fails as γ ∼ Ω 1 , so the time evolution of the populations is calculated within the path integral ap- 2 ) of the individual DDS populations. As in Fig. 9 , the time evolutions display qualitatively the same features found in the free case (lower panel of Fig. 3 ) but the damping is now visible at this short time scale.
proach in the gNIBA and in the novel VR-WIBA scheme.
The results are given in Fig. 11 and show that the gNIBA fails as expected from the discussion in Sec. V. Indeed the point 3 in the phase diagram is outside the regime of validity of the gNIBA because the temperature is not sufficiently high to justify NIBA in the biased intra-well TLS.
The next time evolution is provided at point 4 in the diagram of Fig. 8, i .e. at weak damping and high temperature with respect to the intra-well frequency. Contrary to the previous case, here both the VR-WIBA and the gNIBA are expected to give the correct prediction. The results for the two schemes at this point of the parameter space coincide, as shown in Fig. 12 . The point 5 in the phase diagram is inside the crossover region at intermediate damping and temperature with respect to Ω 0 . The gNIBA and VR-WIBA dynamics are shown in Fig. 13 . Similarly to the case 3, the gNIBA fails and the VR-WIBA is expected to give the correct predictions. Interestingly, even if the damping is larger than that at point 3 in the phase diagram, the gNIBA prediction in this case is even worse than in Fig. 11 , as it predicts localization. This is because the beyond-NIBA correction in the intra-well kernels on the GME is proportional (at appropriate damping) to the damping itself (see Appendix B).
The sixth point in the diagram is in the strong coupling and intermediate to high temperature regime with 39)). This example shows that the gNIBA scheme is reliable also at weak damping, provided that the temperature is high enough, according to the domain of validity established in Sec. V.
respect to the intra-well TLS parameters. The dynamical regime is the crossover (Region (c)) with strongly damped intra-well oscillations and slow incoherent tunneling relaxation. Again, the gNIBA results differ from those of the VR-WIBA, which confirms that also in this coupling regime the gNIBA is valid only at high temperatures. The last two points (7 and 8 in the diagram of Fig. 8 ) are in the incoherent regime (Region (d)). The gNIBA describes well the incoherent relaxation at strong damping and high temperature, as shown in Fig. 15 . In the strong coupling regime at intermediate temperatures of coupling with the environment. The comparison of the WIBA with numerically exact approaches (QUAPI [36] ) for the asymmetric TLS, in the strong dissipation regime, proves that the WIBA attains a good performance also outside the weak coupling limit at finite temperature [32] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we give a comprehensive account of the dissipative dynamics of the double-doublet system in an Ohmic environment with a high frequency cutoff, using a novel approximation scheme based on a real-time path integral approach, the VR-WIBA.
By taking into account the nonlocal inter-blip correlations at the level of the intra-well dynamics, this scheme contains and extends the domain of validity of the gener- alized NIBA and succeeds in describing the crossover dynamical regime occurring at intermediate temperatures for a broad range of damping. The crossover regime is characterized by coherence at the level of intra-well motion and incoherent tunneling dynamics and is, to a large extent, inaccessible to previous approximation schemes. At weak damping and low temperatures we use a BornMarkov approximated master equation technique to account for the coherent oscillatory behavior of the intrawell and tunneling dynamics. This approach is also used to check the VR-WIBA predictions for the stationary configuration where the damping is large respect to the tunneling frequency but still weak with respect to the intra-well characteristic frequency.
The combined use of the master equation and path integral techniques, within our novel scheme, accounts for the dissipative dynamics of the DDS in a large region of the parameter space where the four-state truncation of the Hilbert space is justified. To show this, we establish a phase diagram which describes the dynamics corresponding to the various dissipation regimes and the domains of validity of the techniques used in this work. We provide several examples of DDS dynamics in each of the accessible dynamical regimes in the phase diagram, ranging from the weak coupling/low temperature to the strong coupling/high temperature regime. Two final remarks are in order. Even if the calculations presented in this work are performed for an unbiased double well potential, the applicability of the VR-WIBA is not limited to the symmetric case. Indeed a static bias can be taken into account as long as the dynamical time scales of the intra-and inter-well dynamics remain well separated. In terms of energy levels, this means that the inter-doublet energy separation should be much larger than the intra-doublet separation. This condition is not very restrictive as it is fulfilled for any bias for which the two energy doublets are below the top of the potential barrier.
Finally, the generalization of the VR-WIBA to broadband sub-Ohmic or super-Ohmic environments is possible, although care must be taken in establishing, from time to time, the validity of the approximations discussed throughout this work. 
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Appendix A: Propagator in Laplace space
First we give the expressions for the blip times τ and the sojourn times σ
The approximation on the paths made in Sec. IV A implies that, if ρ(t 0 ) = |Q j Q j |, then each path contributing to the population ρ kk (t) has an even number 2n of transitions. Consider the series of integrals 
Using repeatedly the integral interchange rule
we can put Eq. (A1) in the form Notice that there is no integration over the last sojourn time, since it is fixed by the length of the intervalt = t − t 0 . In passing to the Laplace space we note thatt = σ n + τ n +· · ·+τ 1 +σ 0 . Using repeatedly the rule
(A3) Suppose that a path of the DDS with 2n transitions starts in the diagonal state (q 0 , q 0 ) and ends in the diagonal state (q, q). Suppose moreover that the path changes sublattice M times. Specifically it passes from (q 0 , q 0 ) to (q 1 , q 1 ) making 2k 1 transitions in the first sublattice, then passes from (q 1 , q 1 ) to (q 2 , q 2 ) making 2k 2 transitions in the second sublattice and so on, with N j=1 k j = n. Notice that the starting and arrival sites of the sub-paths need not to be different. Due to the approximations made in Sec. IV, the amplitude A for this path factorizes as A(τ 1 , σ 1 . . . , σ n−1 , τ n ) = This, in turn, is the kernel that connects the populations of the states |q j−1 and |q j in the integro-differential equation [14, 37] ρ qj qj (t) = qj l=qj−1 t 2k t0 dt 1 K qj ,l (t − t )ρ ll (t ) for the populations of the TLS {|q j−1 , |q j } corresponding to the j-th sublattice {q j−1 , q j }.
In the energy representation, to the first order in the coupling and under the assumption that the memory time of the bath is short compared to the characteristic times in the evolution of the density matrix (Markov approximation), the following master equation can be derived [24] from the microscopical model given in Sec. 
Neglecting the principal value, which gives a frequency shift, we have
and
We notice that for ω nm > 0 Q nm − P nm = Q mn + P mn = q nm J(|ω nm |) n β (ω nm ) while, for ω nm < 0, Q nm −P nm = Q mn +P mn = q nm J(|ω nm |) (n β (|ω nm |) + 1) .
Here n β (ω nm ) is the expectation value of the number of bath excitations of energy ω nm at temperature T = (k B β) −1 .
Analytic solution in the full secular approximation
Setting ρ E nm (t) = e −iωnm(t−t0) σ nm (t), Eq. (C1) becomesσ
where Ω nm,kl (t) = exp [i(ω nm − ω kl )(t − t 0 )]. We have σ(t 0 ) = ρ(t 0 ). The full secular approximation (FSA) consists in neglecting the terms in the master equation for which ω µν − ω κλ = 0. Mathematically this condition reads Ω µνκλ (t) → (δ κµ δ λν + δ κλ δ µν ) Ω µνκλ (t).
In the FSA the equations for the diagonal elements decouple from those for the non-diagonal elements of σ.
Specifically, the dynamics of σ(t) is given by a master equation for the diagonal elements and a set of independent equations for the non-diagonal elements. The master equation for the diagonal elements readṡ
where, for n = k, L nn,kk = q nk (Q kn + P km ) + q kn (Q nk − P nk ) and L n,n = − k L k,n . The solution of Eq. (C9) is σ nn (t) = ij S ni e λi(t−t0) (S −1 ) ij σ jj (t 0 ), where S is the transformation that diagonalizes the matrix L nk = L nn,kk and λ i are the eigenvalues. From the definition of σ(t) we have ρ E nn (t) = σ nn (t). The uncoupled equations for the non-diagonal elements of σ(t) areσ
with L nm,nm =(q nn − q mm ) [Q nn − P nn − (Q mm + P mm )] + j =m q jm (Q mj + P mj ) + j =n q nj (Q jn − P jn ).
In our specific problem, due to the symmetry of the potential, the diagonal matrix elements q ii of the position operator in the energy representation vanish. The solutions of Eq. (C10) are σ nm (t) = e −Lnm,nm(t−t0) σ nm (t 0 ), so that the non-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the energy representation are ρ E nm (t) = e −iωnm(t−t0) e −Lnm,nm(t−t0) ρ E nm (t 0 ).
Once the solution for ρ(t) in the energy basis {|n } is known, to pass to the DVR basis {|q j } it is sufficient to perform the transformation where T ij = i|q j .
